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A number of people have asked me why I restrict myself in this column to 

sequential programming problems. Many problems I have discussed would allow 

nice parallel or functional solutions as well, they argue. As a matter of fact, Marina 

Chen of Yale University has already sent me systolic solutions for many of the 

programming exercises. 

Finding these developments quite interesting, I have decided to include, now and 

then, exercises in which I explicitly ask for parallel or functional programs. I have 

tried to keep the notation I want to use for expressing parallel and functional 

programs as simple as possible. The notation for parallel programs may be called 

CSP-like [ 11: in its communication actions input and output coincide. The functional 

programs express functions on (infinite) lists. The program notation bears 

resemblance to SASL and its successors [2]. In this issue both notations are intro- 

duced by means of two small examples. As a more interesting problem I discuss 

parallel and functional programs for the well-known problem of palindrome recogni- 

tion. Our new exercise is then to find similar solutions for the convolution problem: 

we have to compute a sequence that is the convolution of two given sequences. This 

is an easy problem, but it is a nice one to start out with. 

Parallel programs 

Our parallel programs consist of processes that communicate by means of channels. 

Each channel has a type and a direction. The specification of a program consists of 

a communication behaviour, expressing the order in which communications are to 

take place, and an input/output relation, expressing how the values computed depend 

on the values received. 

As an example, we first consider a program P that consists of just one process. 

The program has three channels for communication with its environment: input 

channels a and b and output channel c, all of type integer. Its communication 

behaviour is 

(a?int ; b?int ; c!int)*. 

The communication behaviour shows the names of the channels, their directions 

(‘?’ for input, ‘!’ for output), their types, and the order in which the communications 
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take place. With the star denoting repetition, as in regular expressions, that order 

is abcabc.. . in this case. 

The program is to compute the inner product of the sequences it receives via 

channels a and b. This is expressed by input/output relation 

c(i)=a(i)* b(i), i>O. (1) 

In this relation a(i) denotes the value transmitted at the ith communication along 

channel a, where ‘ith’ means ‘preceded by i communications’. 

We obtain a program by extending the communication behaviour with variables 

and assignment statements, of which the latter do not occur in this example, and by 

changing the channel declarations, such as a?int, into communication statements: 

P: I[x, y: int; 
(a?x ; b?y ; c!(x * y))* 

II 

A communication statement consists either of an input channel, postfixed by a 

question mark and a variable, or of an output channel, postfixed by an exclamation 

point and an expression. Consider, for i 2 0, step i of the repetition in P. Statements 

a?x and b?y establish x = a(i) and y = b(i) respectively. Statement c!(x * y) estab- 

lishes c(i) = x * y and, hence, c(i) = a(i) * b(i), as required by (1). 

Our next example is specified by communication behaviour 

(a?&; b!int)* 

and input/output relation 

b(i)=a(i)2, i>O. (2) 

In order to show a program that consists of more than one process, we design it 

with a subprocess p of type P, where P is the process designed earlier. 

0: I[p: sub P; 
x: int; 
(a?x ; p.a!x ; p.b!x ; p.c?x ; b!x)* 

II 

(3) 

Program Q consists of two processes: the process expressed by (3) and the subpro- 

cess, which is just our old P. These two processes communicate with each other via 

the channels of the subprocess. To distinguish these from the channels of Q they 

are prefixed by the name of the subprocess: channel a of subprocess p is called p.a 
in (3). We have, furthermore, reversed in (3) the direction of each channel of p. 
The behaviour of Q is the joint behaviour of the subprocess and the process expressed 

by (3), restricted to the (external) channels {a, b} of Q. 

Consider, for i 2 0, step i of (3). By (l), 

p.c(i) =p.a(i) * p.b(i). 
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Statement a?x establishes x = a(i). Statements p.a!x and p.b!x establish p.a(i) = 

p.b( i) = x and, hence, 

p.u(i)=p.b(i)=u(i). (5) 

The effect of p.c?x is x=p.c(i) and, by (4) and (5), x= u(i)‘. Statement b!x then 

establishes b(i) = u(i)‘, as required by (2). 

An interesting case comes up when processes are recursive, i.e., when process P 

has a subprocess of type Z? This occurs in the following example: palindrome 

recognition. 

We are asked to write a program P with communication behaviour 

(b!booZ; u?int)* 

and input/output relation 

b(i)=(Aj:OSj<i:u(j)=u(i-l-j)), i>O, (6) 

Boolean value b(i) indicates whether the sequence u(j: 0~ j < i) of values thus far 

received is a palindrome, i.e., whether it equals its reverse. 

Using (6), we find 

b(0) = b(1) = true (7) 

and, for i 2 0, 

b(i+2)=(u(O)=u(i+l))~(Aj:OGj<i: u(j+l)=a(i-j)). (8) 

The latter conjunct is again the outcome of a palindrome recognizer, but now one 

that pertains to the sequence a( j: 1 <j < i + 1). We, therefore, introduce a subprocess 

of type P, to which we apply the sequence u(j: j> 1): 

p.u(i)=a(i+l) (9) 

for i > 0. Then, according to (6), 

p.b(i)=(Aj:Osj<i:p.u(j)=p,u(i-l-j)) 

or, by (9), 

Hence, (8) may be written as 

b(i+2)=(a(O)=u(i+l))Aph(i). (10) 
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Relations (7), (9), and (10) show us how the output values may be computed. 

We propose the following solution for P: 

P: I[p: sub P; 

x, z: int; y: bool; 

b!true; a?z; b!true 

; (a?x;p.b?y; b!((z=x)r,y);p.a!x)* 

II 

The initialization (the statement list before the repetition) establishes both (7) and 

z = a(0). (11) 

Consider, for i 2 0, step i of the repetition. The first two statements establish 

x=a(i+l)~y=p.b(i). (12) 

Statement b ! ((z = x) A y) establishes 

b(i+2)=((z=x)~y) 

or, by (11) and (12), 

b(i+2)=(a(O)=a(i+l))r\pb(i) 

which is in accordance with (10). Statement pa !x, finally, causes pa(i) =x, or, by 

(12), pa(i) = a(i+l) as required by (9). 

With each process having a similar subprocess, we have in principle designed an 

infinite sequence of processes, or cells as they are often called. For any finite 

computation, however, finitely many cells suffice. This may be discerned as follows. 

We number the cells from 0 upward, with cell 0 being the cell that communicates 

with the environment. Let a(a, i) denote, for i 2 0, the moment at which cell 0 

performs its ith communication along channel a. Then a possible timing is 

g(a, i) =4* i+2, c(p.a, i)=4* i+9, 

u(b, i)=4* i, cT(p.b, i)=4* i+7 

for i 2 0. Cell 1 starts at moment u( p.b, 0), i.e., at moment 7. In general, cell k starts 

at moment 7 * k. Cell 0 produces answer b(i) at moment u(b, i), i.e., at moment 

4 * i. By then all cells k for which 7 * k G 4 * i have started: slightly over :i cells are 

required to produce answer b(i). 

Exercise 43: Convolution (parallel) 

Design a parallel program with communication behaviour 

(c!int ; a?int ; b?int)* 
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and input/output relation 

c(i)=(Sj:O~j<i: a(j)*b(i-l-j)), iZ0. 
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Functional programs 

Our functional program notation is an executable formalism for expressing func- 

tions on (possibly infinite) lists. To introduce the notation we write functional 

programs for the same examples we discussed earlier. 

The example of the inner product may be specified by 

I[Pp::[inrl~[inr]-t[inl]; 

{p.a.b.i= a.i * b.i, izO} 

II 

(13) 

(14) 

According to this specification, at P a function p should be supplied of a type as 

declared in (13) yielding values as given by (14). The arrow in (13) is right associative: 

p::[int]+([int]-+[int]) 

i.e., p maps objects of type [ int] to objects of type [ int] + [ int], where [ int] denotes 

the set of integer lists. Consequently, for a an integer list and the period denoting 

function application, p.a is a mapping from [int] to [int]. The period is left 

associative. Accordingly, for b also an integer list, p.u.b means (p.u).b, i.e., p.u.b 

is again an integer list. If a is a list, then u.i denotes its ith element. Consequently, 

p.u. b.i is an integer for i 2 0. 

In our programs references to list elements by using periods are disallowed. 

Elements of lists can be accessed only by writing x : a, which denotes the list defined 

by 

(x:u).O=x, (15) 

(x:u).(i+l)=u.i (16) 

for i 2 0. The colon is right associative, i.e., x:y:astandsforx:(y:a).Wepropose 

the following solution: 

P: p.(x: a).(~: b) =x * y:p.u.b. (17) 

In our program notation the period has priority over arithmetic operators, which 

have priority over the colon. 
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The correctness of (17) may be verified by mathematical induction: 

p.(x : a).(y : b).O = 

= {by (17)) (x * y:p.a.b).O 

= {by (WI x*y 
= {by (15)) (x: a).0 * (y: b).O. 

Assume, as induction hypothesis, (14) to hold. Then 

p.(x: a).(y: b).(i+ 1) = 

= {by (17)) (x * y:p.a.b).(i+l) 

= {by (16)) p.a.b.i 
= {by (14)) a.i * b.i 
= {by (16)) (x:a).(i+l)*(y:b).(i+l). 

We discuss the functional programs for the other two examples in less detail. The 

specification of our second example is 

J[q::[int]+[int]; 

Q 
{q.a.i = (a.i)‘, i 2 O] 

II 
A solution similar to the parallel one would be 

0: q.a = p.a.a 

where 

[[p :: [ int] + [in?] + [id]; 
p.(x : a).(y : b) = x * y :p.a.b 

II 
Notice that we have used p as an auxiliary function. 

The palindrome problem may be specified by 

I[p::[int]+[bool]; 
P 
{p.a.i=(Aj:OSj<i:a.j=a.(i-l-j)),iaO} 

II 
We have 

p.a.0 = p.a.1 = true 
and, for i*O, 

p.a.(i+2)=(a.O=a.(i+l))/\(Aj:O~j<i:a.(j+l)=a.(i-j)) 

or, writing the first argument of p as z: a, 

p.(z:a).(i+2) 
= (z=a.i)~(Aj:O~j<i: a.j=a.(i-1-j)) 
= (z=a.i)Ap.a.i. 

(18) 

Formula (18) suggests the introduction of an auxiliary function q, which, given lists 

a and p-a, yields a list conforming to (18). Typed by 

q : : [ int] + [ bool] + [ bool] 
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q.a.6.i = (z = u.i) A b.i. 

Then 

p.(z: a).(i-t2) = q.u.(p.a).i 

for i 2 0. We thus arrive at the following solution: 

P: p.(z: a) = true: true:q.a.(p.u) 

where 

I[q::[int]-+[bool]+[booZ]; 

q.(x:u).(y: b)=(z=x)~y:q.u.b 

II 

I owe this program to Rob Hoogerwoord 

Exercise 44: Convolution (jiinctionul) 

Design a functional program for P in 

I[Pp::[int]+[int]+[int]; 

{p.u.b.i=(Sj: Osj<i: a.j*b.(i-l-j)), i~0) 

II 

Solution of Exercise 41 (museum peak attendance) 

We have to solve S in 

I[N: int; {N2 1) 

X, Y(i: 0s i< N): array of int; 

{(Ai: 0~ i< N: X(i)< Y(i))~x ascending} 

I[r: int; 

S 

{r=(MAXi:O~i<N:(Nj:OGj~i:X(i)<Y(j)))} 

II 
II 

We obtain invariant PO by replacing in the postcondition constant N by variable 

n: 

A r=(MAX i: 0s i<n: (Nj: Oajs i: X(i)< Y(j))) 
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The invariant may be initialized with n, r = l,l. Since 

(MAXi:Osi<n+l:(Nj:O~jsi:X(i)<Y(j))) 

= (MAXi:O<i<n: (Nj:Osj~i:X(i)< Y(j))) 

max(Nj:OsjGn:X(n)< Y(j)), 

we decide to record set V, given by 

Pl: V={jIOGj<nr,X(n-l)< Y(j)}. 

Notice that PO implies V # 0. With + V denoting 

(MINj: jE V: Y(j)) 

we arrive at a solution of the following structure: 

n,r, V:=l,l,{O} 

;don#N 

-9 V:= VU(n) 

; do X(n)apV 

+ let rnE VA Y(m)=pV; V:= V\(m) 

od 
; r:=rmaxlVl 

; n:=n+l 

od 

An array u( j: 0 <j < N) and an integer variable nv are used to represent set V: 

P2: (Aj: j E V: (Ei: 0s i < nv: v(i) = j)) A nv = 1 VI. 

Just as in Small Programming Exercises 7, array v is ordered into a heap: 

P3: (Aj: lsj<nv: Y(v((j-l)div2))< Y(v(j))). 

From the solution of Exercise 14 we copy the codes for insertion (INS) into V of 

element n and for deletion (DEL) from V of its minimum: 

INS: v:(nv)=n;nv:=nv+l 

; I[g, h: int; g, h:=(nv-2)div2, nv-1 

;dogzOcand Y(v(g))> Y(v(h)) 

+ v:swap(g,h);g,h:=(g-l)div2,g 

od 

II 

DEL: nv := nv - 1 ; v: swap(0, nv) 

; ([g, h: int; g:= 0 

; if 2 < nv cand Y(v(1)) 2 Y( v(2)) + h := 2 
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0 2znvcor Y(V(l))G Y(u(2))+h:=l 

fi 

; do h < nv cand Y( v(g)) > Y( v(h)) 

+ v:swup(g,h);g,h:=h,2*h+2 

; if h<nucand Y(v(h-1))~ Y(u(h))+skip 

0 h~rlucor Y(u(h-1))s Y(v(h))+h:=h-1 

fi 

od 

II 

Both in INS and DEL the number of steps of the repetition is log,(nu). 

Observing that pV= Y(v(O)), our solution may be coded as 

s: I[n, r, nu: int; 
u(j: 0 Sj < N): array of int; 

n, r, nu:= l,l, 1 ; 0: (O)=O 

;donfN 
+ INS 

; doX(n)s Y(U(O))+DELOd 

; r:=rmaxnv 

; n:=n+1 

od 

II 

The program’s execution time is proportional to N log N. 

Solution of Exercise 42 (track assignment for one-sided channel routing) 

The specification of this problem is 

I[N: int; {Nz l} 

X, Y(i: Oci< N): arrayof int; 

{(Ai: OG i < N: X(i) < Y(i)) A X ascending} 

I[r: int; 

a( i: 0~ i < N): array of int; 

S 

{r=(MAXi:O~i<N:(Nj:O<j~i:X(i)<Y(j))) 

r\(Ai:Osi<N:Osa(i)<r) 

~(Ai,j:O~j<i<N:X(i)<Y(j)~a(i)#a(j))} 

II 
II 

This is an extension of the previous exercise in that we also have to assign a track 

a(j) to each ‘visitor’ j. In order to use as few tracks as possible, we introduce array 
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f( j: 0 s j < N) and integer variable nf to record which tracks i, for 0 s i < r, are free: 

P4: nf=r-nv 

A(Ai:Osi<rr\l(Ek:kE V: i=a(k)) 

:(Ej:O~j<nf: i=f(j))) 

Augmenting the previous solution into one for this problem is now straightforward. 

We give the resulting code only. 

S: [[n, r, nv, nf: int; 

21, f(j: OSj< N): array of’int; 

n,r,nu,nf:=l,1,1,O;u:(0)=0;a:(0)=0 

;don#N 

+ INS 

; do X(n)> Y(v(0)) 

+ f: (nf) = a(v(0)) ; nf := nf + 1 

’ DEL > 
od 

; if nv=r+l+f:(nf)=r;nf,r:=nf+l,r+l 

0 nvs r+skip 

fi 

; a:(n)=f(nf-l);nf:=nf-1 

. n:=n+l 7 
od 

II 

The running time of this solution is also 0( N log N). 
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